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I told you that to this fallen humanity, the word blessing is something that you can be reborn through
thanks to the marriage blessing given by True Parents. If this fallen world is a world that has been
contaminated and filled with disease then this blessed world is like the pure water, the water of life. How
do you regard this idea? You as families who have received the marriage blessing, you still have
responsibilities. Think about it: even if the water is pure, if it does not flow, and is standing still, what
happens? It begins to rot. Even though that water is pure, it has to move. It has to move forward to create
the vast ocean. This pure water of life will give new life to dead beings. This is our mission as the new
tribal messiahs. This movement of new tribal messiahs will become a vast wave and it will go through
Thailand and Philippines and through many Asian nations and it will reach out to Europe and North and
South America and onwards towards Africa and Oceania. It is right now moving towards the great
oceans. Whatever this great wave touches the once dead beings will be reborn with new life.
In this world as it is today, there is nothing from it that we can expect. The only thing that we can do for
them is to let them know True Parents through us. This is how, through our families, tribes, societies and
nations, they will unite with True Parents and ride this great wave and move through all the continents
and the oceans. This is the only way we can create that one world under God which was longed for by our
Heavenly Parent and True Parents. Heaven and earth will finally be established. For that day to arrive, all
the Unificationist families around the world should unite in one mind, one body and one idea and one
harmony and they should follow True Parents with absolute love, obedience and faith.
To these people of the world who are suffering like orphans, we have to tell them that we are their
brothers and sisters instead of just staying idle and doing nothing. Will you stand up? Today, this time, is
the time when we have to become one. We have to unite and, to this world, we have to tell them with
pride that True parents have come and True Parents have done great works and that True Parents are
victorious. We have to tell them that without fear! Whatever you do In the name of True Parents the entire
physical and spiritual realm will be with you so what are you afraid of?
Please proclaim with pride -- let the world know that you are the proud sons and daughters of True
Parents! That is the only path leading to the Heavenly Kingdom where all seven billion people should go.
Only then can you become such ancestors for these people and with that in your heart I pray that all of
you can become good sons and daughters and loyal subjects.

